
A reporter found that this is a very common figure, the picture is not very clear, similar 
to the surveillance video on the screenshot, but why have the following 20-odd pages of 
thread then? Journalists try to refresh and people who are at the bottom of the screen, 
went to the front.

Look at the user's thread, the screen has the same scene, in addition to the difference 
between day and night, and the emergence of different people, and different cars. User 
in accordance with a match required by drying out their own "writing": "Beijing time 
6:55, and the United States on the streets is empty. Just made girls have left the line of 
sight, she is wandering hippies it was a lonely The Ye Guiren, we do not know. Theres 
always yellow cabs parked on the roadside waiting for a weary night of walkers on the 
train. Garbage bags was still there, much less on the vehicle crossing. Booth before the empty ground sporadic white 
trash, set off may be more dazzling lights and more loneliness." 

■ Secondary principle: to narrow the distance between the camera

The competition was launched Louzhu also carried out some simple explanation: "This map is the U.S. street to take 
pictures of the latest pictures uploaded to the same address the original cover image has been posted every few seconds 
there will be an address within the meaning of Zhang new image. "reporter found by searching for a more detailed expla-
nation: This technique is called network cameras (in English referred to as web-cam), a few years ago, has emerged. 
There is also a web site called Earthcam through which you can see the camera around the world, photographed by the 
real-time scene. To use of network camera, remote viewers do not require any specialized software, using only the 
browser can be real-time monitoring of their images. Of course, most of them are installed in the building to the top, parks 
and other public places and non-encrypted network camera. 1 User found this map of the location of a specific film, New 
York, the 46th Street and Broadway Street intersection, to understand the reason of which, the name "Lolita" the User or 
even joked, "If you have relatives in the U.S. or a friend, let him stand in this position, see if you can see him?  A male user 
said:" want to see a beautiful day and they go to sleep in the evening, and beautiful women on many is estimated that 
these foreigners who can not think that they are by us onlookers bar, ha ha. "

■ latest findings: User in front of the camera

View a 20-page thread, this reporter found that most people are on the screen do not know the camera's existence. Neti-
zens give full play to their imagination, the light of writing is not enough, some of them took shots at passers-by with the 
strokes tick the relationship between the characters, and even added dialogue, posted a Photos tell a complete story. “ 
"Tonight was the first of their actions. 1, Red Hat Huaizhao rough around the uneasy feeling watching. 2, Red Hat contin-
ues to look around. 3, Red Hat watched with keen eyes shaved head, silently praying yellow clothes men can to convince 
to buy their goods shaved head. 4, yellow clothes men and to persuade the pedestrian. (light back woman appeared in the 
booth side of the small Colombian nap) 5, yellow clothes men bargain with the customers. Red Hat continue to observe. 
(Warcraft men appear to nap's brother wake up) 6, yellow clothes men and men with a knowing smile Red Hat, and finally 
made into a business. "

Which a group of shots is really astonishing, one wearing a dark red T-shirt, white jeans and carrying a big bag of ethnic 
Chinese boy is obviously aware of the existence of the camera, he was facing the camera, with both hands holding the 
"Top China" plate, the streets of foreigners who have become his background, because it is consistent shots, and his bow 
for the middle plate of the screen.  Addition to the "top" "China", he also changed the words of the two other cards, cards 
are written in Chinese characters. This group of photos caused netizens questioned, "I do not know if this is not his own to 
go, but apparently the picture of this man is definitely there have been in this forum!" Have User praised the man's 
approach: "Using this platform to promote their own country.”
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